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7. “A New Integral with the product of I-Function, Bessel, s Function and general class of polynomials” Tuteja Reema, Shailesh Jaloree and Anil Goyal, publication in International Journal of Mathematical science & Engineering Applications (IJMESA).
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<td>40.</td>
<td>Sonu Yadav, Deepak Sain An efficient technique for finding semantic similarity and their frequency between words Green Computing, Communication and Conservation of Energy (ICGCE), 2013 International Conference on</td>
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<td>41.</td>
<td>Rishi Rai, Deepak Sain Min Max Energy and Load Aware Based Routing in Manet IEEE ICACCT conference nov 2013 in Panipath Haryana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>42.</td>
<td>Robin Singh Bhadoria, Deepak Sain Data Mining Techniques for Personalizing users Profiles on Web In International Conference New Millenium Challenges ICON 2011 ajay kumar garg university ghaziabad in Ghaziabad</td>
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</tr>
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<td>44.</td>
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<td>Nirmal Gaud Architecture for discovery of context aware web services based on privacy IEEE International Conference 2012, GLA, Mathura, UP.</td>
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8. Terahertz radiation generation by nonlinear mixing of surface plasma wave, J. Parashar, Ekta Mishra and S.K. Mahajan, Topical Conference on Laser Driven Charged Particle Acceleration and Application, IIT Delhi, April 5-7 (2013)


14. Intense visible upconversion in erbium ions doped lithium tungsten tellurite glasses, Ghizal F. Ansari and S.K. Mahajan Proceeding of National Laser Symposium (NSL-08) at LASTEC (DRDO Lab), Delhi 07-10 Jan 2009
Dr. R.C. Jain, Director


4. R.C. Jain, M. Motwani, A. Hemlata “Approach of Image Segmentation for the extraction of face from visual Images” National Conference on Data Engineering & Intelligence Systems held on 07-08 March 2008.
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